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news // no. 3
• We lost to Surrey?!
• COVID-19 variants discovered in BC





Vancouver has experienced their list of grievances in the past year, but none 
can be as bad as losing our “sexiest city in 
Canada” rank in 2020. 
According to a survey on the sexiest 
cities by a Canadian intimacy store, 
PinkCherry, Vancouver has lost their 
number one spot from 2019, falling to 16th 
place for 2020. The number one spot was 
taken over by Calgary, Alberta. The sexiest 
city in BC now falls to Surrey, with Victoria 
also putting BC on the map with tenth 
place. Besides that, BC only falls on the list 
three times, with Ontario taking ten out 
of the twenty spots, making it the sexiest 
province in Canada (according to the 
survey). It gets pretty cold in these Ontario, 
so this comes as no surprise.
BC did score however on the sexiest 
towns ranking list. Six out of ten spots on 
the list went to towns of BC with Colwood, 
Courtenay, Prince Rupert, Fort St. John, 
Williams Lake, and Sidney. 
But how is the sexiest city or town 
determined? According to the PinkCherry 
website, “We measure or rate Canadian 
cities with the most sex toy sales per 
person. For the top 10 sexiest cities, we 
based our ranking on the most sex toy 
sales per person with the population over 
300K. For the sexiest towns, the population 
threshold was 50K.” This survey only 
focuses on consumer habits and which 
city made the most adult toy purchases, 
so it doesn’t contain data about each city’s 
sexual patterns or habits. PinkCherry also 
says since the pandemic lockdowns all 
across the country, sales for their adult 
products have skyrocketed (about 128 
percent in Canada). 
According to a release from 
PinkCherry, there are also different 
spending habits between the Canadian 
cities on what intimate items they purchase 
the most. Calgary was reportedly focused 
on buying couple’s gifts, Winnipeg bought 
more toys for self-pleasure, Halifax seems 
to enjoy sex swings, and Vancouver 
apparently loves buying lingerie—
specifically black thigh high stockings and 
black lace underwear. 
While Vancouver wasn’t the sexiest 
city last year, there are still other lists 
the city ranks highly in for 2020. Orkin 
Canada, a pest control company made a 
list of Canada’s top 25 bed bug hot spots, 
and Vancouver made the list at number 
four. Data for this ranking was determined 
by from the number of properties that 
received bed bug treatment from Orkin 
from January to December 31, 2020. 
Fortunately, during the pandemic bed 
bug sightings have gone down 20 percent 
nationally, according to Orkin. 
Vancouver also made it into the top 
ten list of healthiest cities in the world, 
according to a study by Lenscore, a vision 
care company. Our average life expectancy 
of 81.7 years old, low pollution rate, happy 
residents, number of sunshine hours, and 
variety of outdoor leisure activities put us 
on the same list as cities like Amsterdam, 
Sydney, Stockholm, and Vienna. Vancouver 
also came 34th place in best cities in the 
world ranking. 
Hopefully next year Vancouver will be 
able to redeem their sexy spot at number 
one. Until then, let’s try to get lower on the 
bed bug list. 
We lost to Surrey?!

















Winnipeg bought more toys for self-pleasure, Halifax seems to 
enjoy sex swings, and Vancouver apparently loves buying lingerie—
specifically black thigh high stockings and black lace underwear.
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With reports of COVID-19 cases decreasing it looked like this 
pandemic might be coming to an end. That 
is until new and “highly contagious” strains 
of the virus emerged from South Africa and 
the UK.
Last year, on December 27, it was 
reported that the first known case of the 
new COVID-19 variant from the UK was 
detected in BC. Since February 5, there 
have been 28 variant cases found in the 
province—19 cases to the UK variant 
B.1.1.7, and nine for the South African 
variant B.1.351. Bonnie Henry has expressed 
concerns about these variants as they could 
cause more COVID-19 cases because of the 
high transmission rate and unknown effect 
against vaccines. Henry also says most 
of the variant cases were acquired locally 
but were all in contact with people who 
recently travelled; sources for five cases 
however have been unidentified. 
Henry attributes the new variant cases 
as a reason to increase case surveillance 
and testing and has also extended the 
province’s ban on social gatherings at least 
until the end of the month once again. 
Among these new testing and surveillance 
methods, Henry says they are targeting 
specific groups such as genome sequence 
testing for school children, testing all 
COVID-19 positive international travellers 
for the variants, as well 
as random sampling of 
cases in places where 
outbreaks are observed. 
The UK variant can 
be found by looking for 
specific virus mutations 
through whole genome 
sequencing. Genome 
sequencing means 
determining the order of 
the DNA’s nucleotides 
and is considered similar 
to decoding or like 
doing a giant puzzle 
(the human genome is 
made up of about three 
billion genetic letters). 
The province has done 
more than 11,000 genome 
sequence tests and has 
said that the variant cases 
are considered to be 
contained. 
Numbers on the new 
UK strain transmission 
rate has been reported 
to be up to 50 and 70 
percent more than 
the normal COVID-19 strain. It remains 
unclear whether the new strain is more 
lethal or makes people sicker. Despite 
the reportedly high transmission rates, 81 
students and eight staff at a Maple Ridge 
high school tested negative after making 
contact with someone with the variant 
was at the school on February 3. The 
same day, Henry made masks mandatory 
in BC high and middle schools in places 
where interactions cannot be controlled. 
Masks continue to not be mandatory for 
elementary students but are for staff. 
According to health experts, it is 
normal for all viruses to mutate as they 
go through changes during outbreak. In a 
Global News article, Levon Abrahamyan, a 
virologist from the University of Montreal 
explains that more than 10,000 mutations 
of the novel coronavirus have been 
reported. 
COVID-19 variants discovered in BC
























To balance the inequality of research into men’s health and sex work (a 
field in which men are underrepresented), 
the Vancouver based Centre for Gender 
and Sexual Health Equity (CGSHE) is 
conducting research on the health and 
safety of men who do sex work. They 
claim that research into both men’s 
health and safety as well as sex work is 
underrepresented, which is why they are 
doubling down and studying both in the 
Vancouver area. The study will explore 
what issues men in sex work face and the 
impact of the current laws around sex 
work.
This is something Greg Oudman, 
Executive Director of Health Initiative 
for Men (HIM), is passionate about. He 
explains to the Georgia 
Straight in July 2019, 
“People assume that 
guys who are involved 
in sex work aren’t 
vulnerable to the 
power imbalances 
that women who are 
involved in sex work 
are vulnerable to, and 
I don’t think that’s the 
case.” 
A previous study 
from 2007 recognized 
the absence of support 
services and resources 
for male sex workers. 
This issue launched 
Hustle: Men on the 
Move at the PEERS 
Vancouver Resource 
Society—a support 
program in Vancouver 
dealing with male and 
transgender sex workers (HIM adopted the 
program in 2012). The program helps find 
other work for people looking to get out of 
sex work and focuses on education about 
male sex work stigmas. In 2015, UBC did a 
study that found the biggest issue for male 
sex workers was not other clients, but from 
within and outside of gay communities. 
The current pandemic has been a 
hardship for many sex workers who have 
lost their income and feel they have been 
left out of the COVID-19 support and 
response, and this is especially true for 
male sex workers as most sex work support 
programs focus on women. However, there 
have been many new developments in 
Vancouver to aid sex workers during this 
time. On February 2, CBC reported that 
a “bad date reporting system” is in works 
and will be available province-wide for sex 
workers to report violent clients or to see if 
any potential clients have “red flags.” 
On September 30, CBC also reported 
that a 24/7 shelter for sex workers will be 
opening in the Downtown Eastside run by 
WISH Drop-in Centre Society, but is only 
available for women. There are currently 
no shelters in Vancouver for men, although 
the company WISH works with a West End 
organization to support them with a drop-
in centre for men. 
Sexual health centre begins research 
on male sex workers in Vancouver
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• The end of the dynasty and the 
beginning of a new one
• Sex and Sports




Billions of people around the world consume different kinds of content. 
Whether it’s soap operas, TV shows, 
broadcast news, or funny videos on the 
internet, there’s content out there tailored 
to everyone. The sports world is definitely 
a genre that resonates with millions, if not 
billions, of people around the world. And 
although it can be quite the challenge to 
find exact numbers for viewership, here 
are five sporting events that generated a 
lot of buzz: 
London 2012 Summer Olympic Games: 
3.6 billion
The 2012 London Summer Olympics 
viewership was unprecedented. According 
to the London 2012 Olympic Games Global 
Broadcast Report, an estimated 3.6-billion 
people “saw at least one minute of London 
2012 coverage on television (76 percent of 
potential global audience).” Some of the 
top moments from the games included 
Usain Bolt setting an Olympic records, 
Michael Phelps continuing to win big, and 
Great Britain’s outstanding performances 
in multiple sports. 
2018 FIFA World Cup: 3.572 billion
This event happened relatively recently, 
but the 2018 FIFA World Cup certainly 
garnered significant attention. According 
to a media release on FIFA.com, “more than 
half of the global population aged four and 
over” tuned in to watch World Cup action 
throughout the tournament. The World 
Cup finals matchup between France and 
Croatia garnered over a billion people. 
2019 Men’s Cricket World Cup: 1.6 
billion
The magnitude of the 2019 Men’s Cricket 
World Cup wasn’t necessarily as significant 
as the Olympics and the FIFA world cup, 
but it was still significant, nonetheless. 
According to a media release from the 
International Cricket Council’s (ICC) 
website, the 2019 cricket world cup 
“reached a global cumulative average 
audience of 1.6-billion viewers.” This is 
noteworthy to mention for Vancouverites 
and other North Americans as cricket 
doesn’t necessarily get the kind of traction 
that other sports get in the continent.
2010 Vancouver Winter Olympics: 3.8 
billion
This is an event Vancouverites are definitely 
more aware of. Even though many people 
living in BC and the rest of Canada felt 
the traction the event created within the 
country, the games was also broadcasted to 
a humongous audience. The 2010 Winter 
Olympics were watched by “a record 
potential audience of 3.8-billion people 
worldwide,” according to the Vancouver 
2010 Global Broadcast Overview.
Considering how the world is 
increasingly consuming content through 
the internet rather than traditional 
platforms, it will be interesting to see if 
major sporting spectacles will continue 
to draw these kinds of record numbers 
moving forward.
Some of the highest viewed 
sports events in history
 › Let’s just say a lot of people tune in for sports…
The 2010 Winter Olympics were watched by ‘a record potential audience of 3.8-billion people’
sports // no. 6 theotherpress.ca
Brandon Yip
Senior Columnist
The New York Islanders would once again defend their title against the 
Edmonton Oilers in the 1983 finals. This 
time it was different; despite the Islanders 
being the “GOATs” of the NHL in the early 
1980s, they were not favoured to win the 
1983 final by many sports writers.
During the 1982-83 season, the Oilers 
finished first in the Smythe Division with 
106 points (tied for second overall). The 
Islanders finished second in the Patrick 
Division with 96 points (tied for sixth 
overall). The Oilers set a new record 
for most goals in one season with 424 
goals (next season broke the record with 
446 goals). In contrast, the Islanders 
only scored 302 goals. With the Oilers’ 
propensity to score lots of goals, many 
predicted the young Edmonton Oilers 
would defeat the defending three-time 
Stanley Cup champions. The Oilers also 
had youth on their side and had the 
following star-laden roster: Wayne Gretzky, 
Jari Kurri, Mark Messier, Glenn Anderson, 
and Paul Coffey. 
However, the predicted Oilers victory 
did not occur, as the New York Islanders 
swept the Oilers 4 games to capture their 
fourth cup. Years later, many Islander 
players, including Mike Bossy, stated 
the fourth championship victory over 
Edmonton was the most satisfying. “[It was 
satisfying] because everyone thought that 
Edmonton was supposed to take away the 
Stanley Cup that year,” Bossy said in the 
2003 documentary, Ultimate Gretzky. “And 
when we beat them four [games to] zero, 
it was like you know, ‘It’s not your time yet. 
You got to learn to win before you can win.’” 
Kevin Lowe, former Oilers defenceman 
who played in the 1983 final, recalls after the 
series was over walking past the Islanders 
dressing room. Lowe had a quick glance 
inside their room and noticed something 
that resonated with him. “What we saw 
was significant in terms of a very important 
message,” Lowe said in an email interview 
with the Other Press. “What we saw was 
most of the players still in their equipment 
sitting in their stalls having a beer, laughing, 
and having fun. Here we were, showered, 
in our suits, heading to the bus wondering 
what the hell just happened. We went from 
having the time of our lives in the [playoffs] 
for a few weeks to getting totally humiliated 
in nine days. The most important point 
about that brief visual of the Islanders in 
their room was the fact that just about every 
player had an ice bag or three strapped 
somewhere on their body. It was an A-HA 
moment for us! Clearly we didn’t pay enough 
of a price to win.”
    The following season, the Oilers and 
Islanders would meet again in the Stanley 
Cup final. The Oilers won game one in 
New York by a score of 1 to 0, and this was 
highlighted by a spectacular performance 
by goalie Grant Fuhr—who made 34 saves. 
The Islanders tied the series in game two, 
winning by a score of 6 to 1.
Then it was onto Edmonton 
for games three, four, and five at 
Northlands Coliseum. On home ice, 
the Oilers showed their speed, tenacity, 
and exciting playmaking abilities—
momentum appeared to be in their 
favour. The Islanders were making their 
fifth straight appearance in the cup final 
and perhaps age and playing so many 
playoff games had finally caught up to 
them, as the y0ung Oilers looked faster 
and stronger as the series progressed. 
The series could be described as the 
torch of a dynasty being passed to a 
new one. In game three, the Oilers won 
decisively by a score of 7 to 2. The next 
game the Oilers would win by the same 
identical score. In game five, the Oilers 
finally beat the defending champions, 
winning the game by a score of 5 to 
2—taking the series 4 games to 1—to 
capture their first Stanley Cup.
Kevin Lowe says learning from 
the Oilers’ loss to the Islanders the 
year before made their team stronger. 
“The main factor was simply having 
had our asses handed to us the year 
before,” Lowe told the Other Press. “We 
had so much respect for how good the 
Islanders were. We knew the only way 
we could beat them was to try and be 
as composed and disciplined as the 
Islanders were. The coaching staff gave 
us a game (systems) plan we didn’t have 
the year before [….] We were learning 
that in order to win there needed to 
be 100 percent buy in to the total team 
game.”
Islanders coach, Al Arbour, 
although disappointed by losing to the 
Oilers—was gracious in defeat, telling 
USA Network after the loss: “First of all, 
I would like to congratulate Edmonton. 
They have a very fine hockey club. And 
I’d certainly like to congratulate my 
team. I’m very, very proud of them. 
They gave it everything they had and 
at the end it just wasn’t enough [….] 
[The Oilers] got a young club with great 
talent, and they certainly deserved to 
win this playoff.” Mike Bossy stated 
the Oilers learned quickly from their 
defeat by the Islanders the year before. 
“They probably learned more from that 
loss than anything else that happened 
that year,” Bossy said in the same 2003 
documentary. “And they learned fast, 
I’ll tell you, because the next year they 
whipped us pretty good beating us 4 to 1.” 
Although, the New York Islanders’ 
dynasty was ended by the Edmonton 
Oilers, the Islanders had made five straight 
appearances in the Stanley Cup Final—a 
notable achievement. Remarkably, the 
Islanders still hold an NHL record for 
longest consecutive playoff series victories. 
From 1980 till 1984, the Islanders won 19 
consecutive playoff series. It is a record that 
may never be broken. Denis Potvin, captain 
of the Islanders during their dynasty, says 
in the 1996 documentary Never Say Die: 
The Story of the New York Islanders, he 
is proud of what the Islanders achieved: 
“It demanded a tremendous amount of 
mental effort and giving, sacrifice. It’s rare 
to find 20 guys that will do it year after year. 
We’re a great hockey team. I think more 
than anything, I’m more proud to have 
been a member of that team than I am of 
any single accomplishment.” 
The New York 
Islanders dynasty, 
part four
 › The end of the dynasty and the 





























Clearly we didn’t pay enough 
of a price to win. 
– Kevin Lowe, former 
1983 Oilers defenceman
issue 19// vol 47 sports // no. 7
Mo Hussain
Sports Reporter
While the Kansas City Chiefs continue to try and build on last year’s Super Bowl victory on the 
gridiron, one player associated with the franchise is 
looking to build on that success on the front lines of 
battling the coronavirus pandemic. 
Laurent Duvernay-Tardif, a Canadian-born 
football player who last played for the Chiefs when 
they won the Super Bowl in 2020, is also a medical 
school graduate from McGill University. Earlier this 
year, months after he won the Super Bowl and the 
pandemic hit, Laurent decided to opt out of the 2020 
NFL season and use his medical experience to work 
in the front lines. “Five years from now, I don’t want 
to be looking back at this year and saying, ‘well I 
could’ve helped, I could’ve done something about it.’ 
I really felt like I needed to be here and to try to help 
to the best of my ability,” said Laurent in an interview 
with Sports Illustrated after named the 2020 
Sports Illustrated sportsperson of the year. 
Laurent worked in a long-term care facility in 
Montreal as an orderly, where he is “doing nursing 
tasks and handling medications on a day-to-day 
basis with patients.” He also says that his job 
requires him to see the same patients repeatedly 
and “feed them, change them, wash them, give 
them their medication.” He came to realize that 
his job is also about “taking the time to embrace 
the role of trying to be the patient’s closest friend 
in this challenging time because they don’t see 
anybody else.”
Laurent still has to complete his residency in 
order to become a fully licensed doctor but the fact 
that he is using his platform and contributing to 
help those in need at such a crucial time is truly 
remarkable. 
Why soccer is the most 
popular sport in the world



















Since Valentine’s Day is approaching, I thought it would be apropos for this 
sports article to have a sex theme. So, here 
is a look back at some rather “naughty” 
moments that have occurred in the world 
of sports. 
Getting way past first base!
In May 1990, during a Toronto Blow Jobs 
game—sorry—I mean Blue Jays game, a 
couple was seen having sex in one of the 
hotel suites at the SkyDome (now called 
Rogers Centre). Those who had binoculars 
had a great view of an older man and a 
very buxom, blonde woman doing the 
horizontal “hokey-pokey” in their suite. 
Even though the lights were off in the 
couple’s suite, their room was illuminated 
by numerous television lights in the 
SkyDome. It makes you wonder if their 
count was two balls and no strikes!
I guess the game was not that exciting, 
and rest assured the older man made 
it home safely. The incident ignited a 
euphoric climax of funny nicknames for 
the stadium; among a few were “Exhibition 
Stadium” and the “SexDome.” The last 
reported incident of sexy times at the 
SkyDome occurred in May 1996. Alfredo 
Griffin, who was then the Jays’ first-base 
coach, offered his thoughts on the “hot 
and heavy” action taking place outside the 
baseball diamond: “It’s a good thing they 
finished before the game ended. I don’t 
think anyone would have seen the game.”
We’re goin’ streaking!
On February 2, 1974, a group of streakers 
interrupted a Vancouver Canuck home 
game against the New York Islanders. 
The game was broadcast live nationally 
on Hockey Night in Canada on CBC 
Television. The streakers, who were three 
young women, made their way onto the 
ice—showing big smiles and wearing 
nothing else. They by-passed the entire 
Islander and Canuck benches. Former 
Canucks Public Relations Director Greg 
Douglas recalls Islander coach, Al Arbour, 
not amused with the three women 
interrupting the hockey game. “Al Arbour, 
who is coaching the Islanders, went crazy,” 
Douglas said to Global News in January 
2017. “The game ended in a 2 to 2 tie and 
I’m surprised he didn’t put that game 
under protest because of the stoppage of 
play while the streakers were on the ice.” 
Douglas said that he did not receive much 
criticism after the stunt occurred: “There 
weren’t that many complaints from fans 
or parents. In those days it was sort of 
the thing. But it was on national TV on a 
Saturday afternoon. That was not in very 
good taste.” As well, legendary Hall of Fame 
broadcaster, Jim Robson in the same Global 
News article still has the notebook he used 
during that Islander and Canuck game. 
But in his notes, he omitted the streaker 
incident: “Nowhere does it say anything 
about streakers. I’m so dull, if it wasn’t 
hockey-related, I didn’t write it down.”
Go get ’em Tiger!
Tiger Woods’ sex scandal rocked the 
sporting world in early 2010. He proved 
to the world that yes, he sure was good at 
getting it into 18 holes and more—on and 
off the golf course! There was the incident 
where his then wife, Elin Nordegren, 
smashed his vehicle with a golf club, 
and later Tiger crashed the car into a fire 
hydrant. Next was the plethora of women 
coming forward claiming they had affairs 
with Tiger. There were many other women, 
including a stripper, a porn star, and even a 
diner waitress!
After the scandal broke, Woods held 
a press conference apologizing for his 
transgressions: “I knew my actions were 
wrong, but I convinced myself that normal 
rules didn’t apply. I never thought about 
who I was hurting, instead I thought only 
about myself. I ran straight through the 
boundaries a married couple should live by. 
I thought I could get away with whatever 
I wanted to. I felt that I had worked hard 
my entire life and deserved to enjoy all 
the temptations around me. I felt I was 
entitled, and thanks to money and fame, I 
didn't have to go far to find them.” Gee, no 
wonder Tiger had to have back surgery! 
Sex and 
Sports
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• A contemporary view on sex and the 
female breast
• A Valentine’s Day playlist




Nothing like a little Valentine’s Day to remind you that, globally, everyone 
is hitting it. No big deal though! You and 
your hand—or your vibrator (affectionately 
named Señor Edwardo Ricardo Vibrato)—
have the night to yourselves. And while 
everyone and their mom is preaching 
the benefits of this specific type of “self 
care,” we all know that masturbation isn’t 
always a pretty sight. Post-nut clarity hits 
hard sometimes—and can be especially 
nasty when you’ve defiled yourself with 
some particularly appalling stimulation 
materials. In celebration of International 
Single Awareness Day, here is a playlist to 
ponder when your mind’s inner eye has 
been opened (and your porn tabs have 
been closed).
“Here You Come Again” by Dolly Parton
Dolly offers many songs that fit in that 
classic “tragic but beautiful” genre—and 
this might just be exactly what you’re 
looking for. There are SO many options if 
you want to depress yourself with Dolly’s 
perfect voice, but this classic is undeniable. 
This song is all about the singer working 
hard to fix her life, and then her ex comes 
in her life again so she can’t help but throw 
it all away for him. Sometimes you just got 
to let Dolly sing her woes to you.
“Veridis Quo” by Daft Punk off the 
album Discovery
The perfect repetitive music to stare out 
the window while listening to. A lot of 
Discovery’s songs are very calming with 
their slow, pleasant, and smooth tones. 
“Voyager” is another great example of 
this. This album easily serves as the ideal 
backdrop for some meaningful thought.  
“I’ll Be Your Woman” by St. Paul and 
The Broken Bones
Another boohoo song to add to your “I’m 
sad” playlist. The soul band St. Paul and 
The Broken Bones features vocals by the 
stupefying talent Paul Janeway. This dude 
can scream. Other great songs by this band 
to cry to include “Waves,” “LivWithoutU,” 
“Tears in the Diamond,” and “Convex.” 
“Lonely” by Akon
Remember this absolute bop? Time to let 
Mr. Lonely, also known as the hit musician 
Akon, speak to the woes in your heart. 
(This was also the first song that launched 
icon Akon to fame. Thank god for this 2005 
song.)    
“Fuck You” by CeeLo Green 
Maybe you’ve recently left a crap 
relationship and you’re celebrating being 
alone instead of mourning? “Fuck You” by 
CeeLo Green is the only song you need on 
your playlist. 
A playlist for post-nut clarity
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What does masturbation look like outside of pornography? What about sex? An unidealized 
naked? Well, probably similar to most of our own. 
For much time nude bodies, especially an unclad 
female one, have been problematically idealized 
and sexualized. With nudity having functioned as 
a symbol of eroticism for so long, there is currently 
much censorship around it. While society has made 
progressions, censorship still lingers and is still very 
alive. I am sure that we all remember the Free The Nipple 
movement. It aimed to decriminalize and uncensor the 
female breast the same way the male breast has always 
been. It received much backlash and perhaps did not 
accomplish as much headway as intended.
Well, what about sex censorship? To what extent 
should sex be censored, and frankly, uncensored? Do 
non-private images of people having sex or masturbating 
have to be limited to some porn’s faraway existence? 
What do these themes look like in other contexts? Below 
are three contemporary projects that have aided in 
reinventing the way we view everything sexual.
Hannah Louise Dirty Knees
Remember Hama beads? Contemporary artist Hannah 
Ward works with this sort of millennial bead to create 
8-bit-like nudes. Her beaded creations exhibit block-
coloured visuals of female areolas and provocatively 
splayed bodies inspired by porno stills and her own 
nudes. But do not expect to see the “ideal” 36-24-36 
measurements in her pieces. In a recent interview, she 
described her works as “a way of women reclaiming 
their own sexuality away from the male-gaze […] Female 
sexuality from the female perspective.” One way of doing 
so, was creating pieces where all women could see their 
body types represented in her work, including those who 
were non-binary. Peep her content and buy a keychain 
on her website.
Sex Ed: A Guide for Adults
Illustrator Sofie Birkin is another artist who incorporates 
sexual inclusivity into her works. One of her recent 
projects, illustrating sex illustrator Ruby Rare’s 2020 
Sex Ed: A Guide for Adults, aids in redefining what sex 
looks like. It includes pages upon pages of body and sex 
positive images that exhibit a myriad of sexual persons. 
Despite being illustrations, the pictures do not resemble 
something that you would see on Adult Swim. Instead, 
they are erotic, raw, and frankly quite beautiful. In a 
video interview, Birkin unveils her tricks to inducing 
such emotion in her characters. “[It’s] really all in the 
face, in the eyes, and the eyebrows, and the mouth, 
and the angle of the head.” These subtle components 
created this sense of her characters being lost in their 
sexual moment. Subsequently, the reader is left feeling 
as if they are peering into another’s intimacy, while 
simultaneously seeing themselves in one of her diverse 
characters. Looking for a Valentine’s gift for a lover? Or 
maybe want to check out these erotic illustrations for 
yourself? Look for Sofie Birkin’s book. 
Out of Line
Another book—this time a colouring book—integrates 
the imagination of 49 illustrators into 49 raunchy line 
drawings. Designer Valerio Oliveri is the creative behind 
the concept, as he conjured up the idea of a sex-themed 
colouring book while feeling horny being all cooped-up 
alone in quarantine. The above mentioned Sofie Birkin’s 
work can be found within it, as well as Alice Wietzel, 
Minet Kim, Johanna Walderdorff, and 45 other artists’ 
titillating drawings. The colouring book’s themes range 
from shower sex, to masturbation, orgies, queer sex, 
porn, and well, nearly everything that can be found in 
the wonderful world of sex. What’s even better about 
the project is that 100 percent of the book’s proceeds go 
United Kingdom’s akt, an organization that supports 
young 2LGBTQA+ persons who are experiencing 
homelessness. Feeling horny? Feeling like you want to 
colour? Why not pick one up. 
A contemporary view on 
sex and the female breast
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Nothing says “I love you” like a mindfully crafted compilation of 
songs on a homemade mixtape. Seeing 
that we’re in 2021 and unlike vinyl records, 
audio cassettes have not surged in 
popularity. A curated virtual playlist with 
songs across the decades is guaranteed 
to eloquently communicate love or 
bitterness this Valentine’s Day. Gifting a 
mix via a text message only costs the price 
of a music streaming subscription which 
most folks already have and is COVID 
safe. Fortunately, creating a playlist in 
2021 is far less arduous than winding a 
cassette tape in the ’80s or burning a CD 
in the ’90s.
In 1967 during the summer of love, 
hippies flocked to Woodstock to drop out 
of society and partake in psychedelic arts. 
The Beatles released the single “All You 
Need is Love.” Tender devotion reduces 
blood pressure, depression symptoms, 
and causes physical wounds to heal faster. 
John Lennon, the author of the song, was 
onto something when he wrote the lyrics. 
Or maybe he was just on something. 
Regardless, the psychedelia pop classic 
belongs on your Valentine’s Day playlist. 
Disco is synonymous with the 
1970s. A solo disco party is a rad festivity 
when you are single on Valentine’s Day. 
Dedicate the day to self-loving with 
upbeat disco bangers such as “Shake Your 
Booty” by KC & The Sunshine Band. In 
1973, Marvin Gaye released the sultry and 
suggestive song “Let’s Get it On.” Include 
this flirtatious R&B soul classic on your 
Valentine’s Day playlist, as you anticipate 
professing your loving in the bedroom, 
once it’s COVID safe, of course. In the 
meantime, there’s always glory holes. 
The seven-minute power ballad 
“Total Eclipse of the Heart,” popularized 
by karaoke enthusiasts worldwide, 
criticized for its length, still managed to 
rank as number one for 29 weeks on the 
Billboard charts in 1983. When Bonnie 
Henry announces that we can harmlessly 
attend bars with friends, head over to a 
dive-bar to support your buddy as they 
belt out “Total Eclipse of the Heart,” while 
you drink every time, they sing “turn 
around.” Once the performance adjourns, 
you will have ample liquid courage to 
ask your buddy if they fancy you. When 
Bonnie Tyler performed this ’80s hit, she 
was hopelessly seeking to reunite with 
her sweetheart. After almost a year of the 
pandemic, we are all deprived of touch 
and craving affection enough to compose 
a seven-minute soft rock song dedicated 
to an ex-lover. 
Even though you want a faithful 
partner who respects boundaries, you 
decide to give the toxic cheater another 
chance because it’s Valentine’s Day, after 
all. When hip hop trio TLC released 
“Waterfalls” in 1994, it was for you. 
The lyrics about not chasing waterfalls 
allude to not pursuing self-destructive 
behaviours, akin to rekindling with the 
cheater. Your old flame has red flags all 
over them, but all you notice is a big red 
heart. Suppose you need to break up with 
a partner this Valentine’s Day—don’t 
bother with the playlist: send them a link 
to “Waterfalls,” which will surely get the 
message across. They are your waterfall, 
and you no longer chase their love only to 
return drenched in tears. 
After an emotional session with 
your counsellor, you discover that your 
relationship is codependent; it turns out 
wanting to be with someone all the time 
is unhealthy. Ne-Yo’s “Miss Independent,” 
communicates that it’s time to divert 
toward interdependence. 
Sometimes we feel as if we need to 
change ourselves to turn a friend into a 
lover. Dreamboat Bruno Mars’ heartfelt 
song “Just the Way you Are” reminds us 
of precisely the opposite. We deserve a 
romantic partner who accepts us for all 
our quirks and essences without trying 
to mold us into their vision of perfection. 
Flawlessness is unattainable, even for 
Guinness World Record winning Bruno 
Mars. Place this soulful R&B track on your 
Valentine’s Day playlist to remind your 
partner of their natural charm. 
For your Valentine’s Day playlist 
finale, proclaim your love with a track 
from 2020. The COVID-19 pandemic has 
impacted the lyrics of songs premiering 
on audio streaming services. Twenty-
One Pilots’ “Level of Concern” gets the 
message across with the chorus “would 
you be my little quarantine, or is this 
the way it ends?” Because being stuck 
at home with a lover is lovelier than 
companionless. 
Surely these suggestions from 1967 
to 2020 will assist in curating a playlist 
that proclaims love for your beau, 
conveys a breakup, or keeps your spirit 
up when spending Valentine’s Day alone. 
Remember, radical self-love is a fuck you 
to every toxic partnership. 
Tracks from the 1960s to 2021 to profess 
your love, break up, or practice self-love
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    
Chadwick Boseman is one of the most important African American actors 
in modern history. He played famous 
African Americans like Jackie Robinson 
and James Brown in biopics and also played 
as the Black Panther in the Avengers film 
series. As he was filming Black Panther, he 
was just diagnosed with stomach cancer 
and many people didn’t know about his 
condition until he died last summer.
While Black Panther 2 is yet to be 
released, Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom would 
be the last film that he completed filming. 
Academy Award winner Viola Davis’ 
character is the main character in the film, 
but it feels more like Boseman’s character 
is the main character. The film—based on 
a play by August Wilson—shows his great 
acting style. 
In 1927, Ma Rainey 
(Davis) is “the Mother of 
the Blues” and her band 
tours around the country. 
While the northern part 
of the country begins to be 
more inclusive, she and her 
band are in Chicago doing a 
recording session. Her band 
arrives at the studio first with 
Levee (Boseman) arriving 
late and Ma Rainey arriving 
after with her daughter and 
nephew. Levee, who plays 
the trumpet, has ideas that 
will give the people what they 
want, though the rest of his 
band mates do not agree with 
his proposals. In the film’s one 
hour and 30 minutes running 
time, the viewer experiences 
the downfall of a blues 
ensemble.
The first 30 minutes is the band 
rehearsing while they are waiting for 
Ma Rainey. Ma Rainey was barely seen 
during the entire film, but we see a lot of 
Levee doing monologues. Both Davis and 
Boseman were unrecognizable, especially 
with Ma Rainey and her makeup.
Boseman looked frail as though he was 
losing weight for the role. He was putting 
himself in the blues scene in the 1920s and 
was optimistic portraying Levee. Davis also 
had a great singing voice in the film. Ma 
Rainey’s character was like a diva because 
she likes to perform her songs the old way, 
and drinks three bottles of Coca-Cola 
before performing.
The film also talks about musicians 
presenting their music how they 
envisioned it and new musicians trying to 
get their work out and create new styles 
of music. The end of the film is like a 
punch in the face. There were zoom-ins 
throughout the film, though I am not sure 
if they were actual or digital zoom ins.
Boseman is probably going to win 
an Academy Award for Ma Rainey’s Black 
Bottom, and before that I was thinking that 
he was going to win one for Black Panther 
2. Despite that he could have been in more 
films, this might be his best acting in his 
entire career. Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom is 
available now on Netflix.
Levee’s jazzy black bottom
































    
DC’s 2020 release Justice League Dark: Apokolips War was hot 
garbage.
I have a conspiracy theory that the 
vast majority of people praising it were 
either held at gun point or paid off to do 
so. Justice League Dark: Apokolips War has 
ridiculously generous scores and reviews 
online that are misleading; the movie got 
an 8/10 from IGN, a 100 percent on rotten 
tomatoes, and a Google audience rating 
summary of 4.8/5. It seems that only IMDB 
had any sense when rating the movie by 
giving it a 7.8/10… but quite frankly, even 
that is too high a mark for such a criminally 
mediocre movie. Don’t get me wrong, I’m 
a die-hard DC fan—but this was just an 
atrocity. Here I was thinking the DC live 
action curse would never touch the DC 
animated movies—I guess I was wrong. 
The entire movie seems like a poor 
and shallow attempt for the DC cinematic 
universe to have its own Avengers: Infinity 
War and Avengers: Endgame moment. 
They cram almost every DC character 
they can into the movie like tuna, just like 
Marvel did with its own characters for its 
own movies, except Marvel actually knew 
how to execute it properly. With Justice 
League Dark: Apokolips War it feels like 
DC was desperately 
grasping for straws 
on how to replicate 
Marvel and incorporate 
its own “impressive” 
congregation of 
characters into a 
movie. Even by the 
name Justice League 
Dark: Apokolips War, 
it indicates it is a 
shameless reference 
to Avengers: Infinity 
War. Unfortunately, 
DC keeps trying to 
copy Marvel and they 
have failed yet again. 
I ponder if they will 
ever learn their lesson 
that it never works. 
After mediocrities 
like Suicide Squad and Justice League, you 
would think they would have gotten the 
memo by now.
Countless DC fan favourites are 
included in the film, but they may as well 
have not been included at all because most 
of them accomplish nothing. Sure, they 
assist in fighting bad guys, but they’re 
barely given any time to do much else. Most 
only get about five seconds of screen time 
tops before being killed off. So, viewers are 
left to wonder “What was the point of DC 
boasting that multiple characters would 
show up if the only reason they show up 
is to die?” The movie also has excruciating 
dialogue. The characters speak as if they all 
have spots on SNL and their edginess feels 
forced.
Justice League Dark: Apokolips War 
has no substantial plot. It might as well 
have been released on April Fool’s Day 
because the plot is a joke: nonsensical 
and pointless. Many irrelevant details are 
shoved in—leaving you wondering what to 
focus on. The ending is equally insulting 
because it contradicts the point of the plot 
in the first place and trivializes everything. 
One of the characters does the equivalent 
of pressing Ctrl+Z and everything goes 
back to normal—not that there’s anything 
wrong with that since Marvel’s Tony Stark 
did the same. The difference is that with 
Endgame, it feels deserved. In Justice 
League Dark: Apokolips War, it does not 
feel earned due to poor execution which 
renders the entire movie pointless. It seems 
as though DC half-heartedly created the 
whole story because they knew they could 
just press undo right at the very end.
In conclusion, I wasted one-and-a-
half hours of my life which I will never get 
it back. If you want to try DC’s animated 
features (since the live actions are god 
awful), look elsewhere. DC has made far 
better animated movies, so don’t make 
yourself suffer like I did.
‘Apokolips War’ is a knock 
off ‘Avengers: Endgame’
































All forms of sex have likely existed since the beginning of human civilization, but the popular opinion has only 
somewhat recently shifted to accept a diverse collection 
of sexual lifestyles. It’s not like recreational sex is a new 
concept though; in the 1800s prostitution was found 
primarily at brothels in Canada, ancient Greece and Rome 
both were practicing BDSM before the term was coined, 
and open sexual relationships were common for kings, 
queens, and ottomans alike. While having sex for pleasure 
is no new concept, its integration into the mainstream 
was guided along by the sexual revolution of the 1960s for 
Canada and America.
This is by no means a comprehensive look at the 
sexual revolution—which impacted many cultural norms 
aside from intercourse—but instead, this is a focus on 
how Canada gradually changed their views on getting 
down and dirty. 
THE BIG BANGING
 › The evolution of recreational sex in Canada
UNSEXY SEX HISTORY
Before the 1960s, mainstream culture believed sex had 
the single purpose of procreation. The laws reflected this 
collective perspective; sanctions on actions like pre-martial 
sex and the sale of sexual protective devices were prevalent 
in Western culture. Similarly, tools like abortion were not 
legal or easily available—though some places operated 
illegally. Resources to simplify recreational sex were hard 
to come by, but not impossible. Places like barber shops 
were known to sell condoms on the down low. 
Feminists famously criticized culture’s view of sex exclusively 
as a tool for procreation and deemed this oppressive. The 
institution of marriage was also met with criticism from a 
portion of feminists. The idea that heterosexual marriage 
diminished women to their reproductive capabilities was 
brought forth at this time. During that social climate, the 
argument was a logical counter to how women were 
viewed solely as mothers by many. In today’s society, 
married couples are now enjoying the most recreational 
sex in contrast.
Aversion to sexual liberation was fueled in part by fears 
of a falling fertility rate and sexually transmitted diseases. 
But, once fertility rates were on the rise (thanks to the clearly 
named baby boomers), one of the stronghold arguments 
against the “free love” movement was destroyed. The 
concept of a “teenager” and all the struggles of that newly 
named life stage came about in the 1940s, and that set 
the stage for a desire for forms of sexual protection. These 
shifts allowed room for the radical change in thinking about 
sexual freedom. 
THE PILL
Alongside the slow creeping evolution of recreational sex 
were the tools for it; while there were many developed 
forms of sexual protection previously (e.g., the condom), 
the pill hit all the right notes and took a big step in 
revolutionizing Western sex culture. The pill did not start 
the sexual revolution, but it equipped the revolution in 
progressing rapidly. Women were offered agency in their 
sexual encounters for the first time. Previous methods 
like the condom awarded the responsibility of protection 
solely to men—and now with the pill, women could prevent 
pregnancy on their own. 
As it is with any contrarian ideal, the pill and the new 
free sexuality borne out of this time was met with much 
criticism. An apt example of the distaste for the movement 
comes from a 1964 article from TIME; “Greeks who have 
grown up with the memory of Aphrodite can only gape at 
the American goddess, silken and seminude, in a million 
advertisements.” Regardless of this vehement disgust from 
some, within five years of the pill being available in America, 
nearly six million women were already using it. The pill was 
finally legal for common sale in Canada in 1969, however it 
was already available in 1957 with a doctor’s prescription 
for unrelated medical disorders. It was not officially sold 
as a way to prevent pregnancy until 1969, but as earlier 
mentioned Canada had abortion clinics operating before 
abortion was legalized—so it is likely the pill was already 
being sold regardless of its illegal status. 
Places like barber shops 
were known to sell condoms 
on the down low.
Within five years of the pill 
being available in America, 
nearly six million women 
were already using it.
NO REVOLUTION CAN BE 
PERFECT
Today, examples like the song “WAP” by Cardi B speak 
to the comprehensive integration of sexual liberation into 
media. Clearly the sexual revolution brought society many 
benefits: increased personal agency, improved mental and 
physical health, and a more accepted and nuanced view of 
recreational sex—but there are still a host of issues brought 
forth by activists on all sides. Some highlight that the 
family unit faced a lot of destruction in the face of the 1960s 
sexual revolution. As the idea that sex for procreation had 
been pushed aside, it is argued that this revolution broke 
families, created fatherless homes, and forced an increase 
in abortions.    
A Daily Mail UK article written by a woman that 
was in her 20s during the sexual revolution of the 1960s 
emphasizes on the problems that come with having sex 
for the express purpose of proving your freedom. In her 
article she writes of her own experience being filled with 
dangerous and unpleasant encounters because of how 
ill-equipped her generation was to explore their sexuality. 
Without an understanding of her personal needs or a sexual 
education to guide her, she (and her peers) were “exploited 
mercilessly” during the pill’s sex revolution. These concerns 
mirror many of today’s culture; what will encouraging 
youth to sexual liberation—in what some call a haphazard 
fashion—result in for this generation?
WHAT IS IMPACTING SEX TODAY?
This period in history has not been a simple one to navigate 
sexually. Technology brings forth issues like revenge 
porn—which only became illegal in 2014 for Canada. In 
2019, there were 5,000 complaints—and some cases sadly 
involved some of the victims of this crime taking their own 
lives (such as Amanda Todd). 
Physiological changes have been observed in the 
population as well; girls are experiencing puberty a year 
earlier than they did in the 1970s, and this can have serious 
implications for their health and their experience of sex. The 
people sexualized in media and culture are getting younger 
and younger—and many are concerned about the lasting 
impacts of this on sexually immature youth.
Current trends suggest the new generation is having 
less sex than their predecessors as well. A US study named 
“Trends in Frequency of Sexual Activity and Number of 
Sexual Partners” which looked at adults between the ages 
of 18 and 44 from the years of 2000 to 2018 found that one in 
three men reported having no sexual experiences that year.
Men were at 33 percent for sexual inactivity in 2018 and 
women were at 19 percent during the same time period. 
Some propose that pornography is having an impact on 
levels of sex, and others focus the idea that adulthood is 
facing delays in this day and age. 
Nearly everyone contributes to the revolution of sex 
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Virtual dating is about as much fun as going to a restaurant and not being able to sample the food 
that you have ordered.
The pandemic has posed many challenges for 
those trying to seek love during COVID-19. Several 
months ago, there were several articles promoting 
self-satisfaction due to the pandemic. There is nothing 
wrong with some self-servicing to love oneself as the late 
comedian George Carlin once quipped: “I think if God 
had intended us not to masturbate, he would have made 
our arms shorter!” Besides masturbation, other options 
include virtual sex or seeking glory holes. The BC Centre 
for Disease Control on their official website recommends 
people use glory holes as an alternative: “Use barriers, 
like walls (e.g., glory holes), that allow for sexual contact 
but prevent close face-to-face contact.”     
Provincial Health Officer, Dr. Bonnie Henry a 
few months ago, demonstrated the safest way to use 
glory holes. Okay, I am kidding, that was a joke! But 
to be serious, Dr. Henry has advised the public not to 
socialize with people, other than with the ones in our 
own household (bubble). In May 2020, during her 
usual COVID-19 briefing Dr. Henry cautioned people 
about going on dating binges: “If you are going to start 
a relationship with somebody, this is not the time to do 
rapid, serial dating, okay? Pick somebody, see if it works, 
and then take your time.” Dr. Henry understands how 
challenging it is when people are not allowed to seek 
out intimate one-on-one connections: “It’s an incredibly 
challenging time for all of us and when we don’t have 
ready-made people within our bubble it can be more 
lonely. I think many people have adapted to online 
(dating) and talking online and to having encounters 
online that can be… quite… helpful in that regard.” 
In a September 2020 statement published on 
CTV News, Dr. Theresa Tam advised people to practice 
safe sex during the pandemic: “Sexual health is an 
important part of our overall health. However, sex can 
be complicated in the time of COVID-19, especially for 
those without an intimate partner in their household or 
whose sexual partner is at higher risk for COVID-19.” Dr. 
Tam further elaborates, “By taking these precautions and 
staying conscious of the risks we assume, Canadians can 
find ways to enjoy physical intimacy while safeguarding 
the progress we have all made containing COVID-19.”
Furthermore, Dr. Tam urges people to refrain from 
activities like kissing and avoid “face-to-face contact or 
closeness” during sex. As well, she suggests to “consider 
using a mask that covers the nose and mouth.” Being 
told to wear a mask during sex is the equivalent of being 
told to sit in your car with the keys in the ignition and 
engine removed!
Not all is bleak in the dating world as there are 
numerous dating apps and websites where people can 
look for love. The use of technology to communicate 
and meet people has never been more utilized than it 
has now during the pandemic. Unfortunately, meeting 
people in person is not advised for the moment, but it 
allows people to connect virtually and slowly build a 
connection during these difficult times. Sara Konrath, 
a researcher at Indiana University says dating is very 
challenging during COVID-19, however there is reason 
for optimism: “I have been surprisingly optimistic—even 
in my own life. More people are looking for serious 
relationships, are doing the work to prepare themselves, 
are valuing emotional connection and kindness, and 
have the time to get to know each other deeply. These are 
all promising for long-lasting romantic relationships.”
Pandemic dating
 › The challenges in trying to find love during NODID-19
Best dating sites during pandemic according to CNET.com
• Bumble: Best for confident women
• Clover: Best for confirming a date
• Coffee Meets Bagel: Best for breaking the silence
• eHarmony: Best for marriage seekers
• Happn: Best for missed connections
• Her: Best for lesbian, bisexual, and queer women
• Hinge: Best for serious relationship seekers
• The League: Best for people with high standards
• Match: Best for someone with money to spend
• OKCupid: Best free dating site
• Plenty of Fish: Best for conversations
• Tinder: Best for quick and easy hookups
• The challenges in trying to find love 
during NODID-19
• Why I love Lunar New Year
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February 12 marks the Year of the Ox and a new beginning for 2021. Ever since migrating from 
Vietnam for school, I have sadly missed a lot of Lunar 
New Year (Tết) celebrations. Despite that, I always feel 
the excitement and the preparation spirit in the air as we 
approach the occasion. 
As a reminder to myself, I wanted to list a few 
traditions that make me love Tết that could also provide 
you with a mini glimpse into how we celebrate the New 
Year’s in Vietnam! 
The food is primarily why (if I am completely 
honest)
New Year’s is my excuse to indulge in special delicacies 
and sneakily convince my mom to make the most 
time-consuming dishes. A dish that takes over six 
hours to make and only gets better the more hours you 
let it marinate is the egg and pork stew. This dish is 
usually eaten year-round but tends to be made for the 
Lunar New Year or events that require offerings to your 
ancestors. Special cakes are also made during Tết, called 
Bánh Chưng and Bánh Tét. These are traditional rice 
cakes that can take days to finish and are beautifully 
wrapped in banana leaves with various fillings that 
complete the flavourful dishes.
Little bursts of flavour, dried sweets
As someone with a sweet tooth, I adore the candied 
fruits this occasion brings. Traditionally, each house you 
visit during New Year’s will have an intricately decorated 
platter of candied or dried fruits. Basically, any fruit you 
can think of can be dried and added to this platter. How 
marvelous is that? The best ones in my opinion are dried 
coconut and candied soursop. The tiny treats displayed 
at the houses you visit also reflect the homeowner’s 
character and what they enjoy. So, it makes hosts happy 
if you also enjoy them! 
Gorgeous flower displays
Flowers are a HUGE deal for New Year’s. Yearly, there is a 
whole walking strip located in the city centre dedicated 
to putting flowers in meticulously vibrant sculptures 
for our viewing. I still have embarrassing pictures of my 
younger self taken on this road, as the whole city pours 
to the strip for their annual family photo shoot. Flowers 
are also important to have in homes. I miss going with 
my parents to the flower markets a few days before the 
New Year to bring home these yellow little bloomers 
called Ochna Integerrima (Hoa mai) home. It is believed 
to be auspicious and lucky to have your tree bloom 
yellow on New Year’s Day.
Time with the family
Lunar New Year is considered the time for family and 
rest. This is the time to visit your loved ones or friends 
you have not seen in years. New Year’s is the best 
occasion to get reconnected with those you miss! During 
our holidays, we would get together with all of our 
cousins to play card games, board games, or walk around 
the neighbourhood and receive lucky money, which is 
my next point on why I love Tết.
Free money!
Lucky money (or lì xì) is given to kids by adults you visit 
and “wish.” Generally, you will have a script ready for 
what you will be “wishing” people for in the new year, 
and once you recite your script in the cutest manner, 
you get a red envelope of MONEY! While it made every 
child giddy to receive money on the day, today most 
Vietnamese in their twenties do not know where their 
accumulated funds have gone. Ask anyone and they will 
tell you the same, I promise.
Due to the pandemic, our Tết will be a little different this 
year. However, I look forward to celebrating this glorious 
holiday with my family again!
Why I love Lunar New Year
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With Valentine’s Day fast approaching, it’s no surprise that romance—
and sex—is in the air. With the current 
pandemic and public health orders, 
however, lovemaking may be difficult for 
some people to navigate. Fortunately for 
us, back in July the BC Provincial Health 
Officer Bonnie Henry, Canada’s Chief 
Public Health Officer Theresa Tam, and 
the CDC relayed some handy guidelines for 
people to follow so they can fornicate in a 
coronavirus-friendly fashion. 
The first thing they recommend: 
not having sex at all. That’s right, like 
abstinence-framed sexual education 
class, the BC government and CDC are 
recommending people to refrain from 
intercourse entirely. They say the best 
course of action is to release your sexual 
energy solo style. And as if everyone is 
not already sick of Zoom meetings, they 
also recommend having a virtual wank 
with your partner to keep up with social 
distancing guidelines. So, get out those 
dildos, vibrators, butt-plugs, and whatever 
else you need to get off virtually. 
Let’s be real, asking people to not 
have sex during a time as stressful as this 
is impossible—also a little cruel. People 
are still going to have sex whether there 
is a pandemic or not because it’s good for 
emotional, physical, and mental well-
being (even the CDC website explains 
this). So, if you must have sex here are 
some tips from the CDC to make it safer 
for everybody involved:
The CDC explains that besides 
yourself, the second safest person to have 
sex with is someone who has had contact 
with you and no one else. This includes 
people you live with, so maybe it’s time 
to shack up with one of your roommates. 
In case you’re feeling sick or have any 
symptoms, obviously skip the sexy time. 
Even if you’re feeling healthy, it is still 
recommended that people wear masks 
during copulation because the heavy 
breathing that accompanies this workout 
can create more droplets that could 
transmit the virus. On top of that, they say 
avoiding kissing or any saliva exchange is 
a safe course of action. The CDC website 
also states that the virus has been found 
in semen and fecal matter, so maybe hold 
off on the scat or creampies during this 
pandemic. They also explain that washing 
your bodies before and after coitus and 
thoroughly cleaning all sex toys is also 
important to pandemic hanky-panky. 
Another guideline is to avoid sexual 
positions with face-to-face contact, as this 
can also contribute to the spread. Sorry to 
those who prefer the classic “missionary” 
position, but it’s time to switch it up. 
Some positions that avoid face contact 
and therefore deemed COVID-19 safe are 
doggie style, reverse cowgirl (if you have the 
leg strength, yeehaw!), the wheelbarrow, 
leapfrog, and of course the classic and 
disgusting sixty-nine position. If that’s 
not kinky enough for you, the CDC also 
recommends the use of glory holes or 
walls to keep you distanced from your 
sexual partner. BC’s recommendation of 
glory holes made international news last 
summer and YouPorn Vice President Charlie 
Hughes liked it so much he sent Minister of 
Health of BC, Adrian Dix a $100,000 grant 
to support the construction of glory holes 
province-wide. Hopefully, we will see that 
development in the coming years. 
In case you’re still not feeling safe 
enough to seek out sex with another person, 
and you’re bored of the same ol’ routine that 
comes with self-pleasure, there’s another 
safe alternative to having sex during this 
pandemic: sex dolls. The best part is you 
don’t even have to go out to a shady store 
to get access to one! In December 2020, 
Vancouver is Awesome reports that a sex 
doll delivery service called Aura S Dolls 
has launched in Vancouver, and business 
is booming apparently. Since dolls can’t 
transmit the virus, many people have been 
seeking out this service as a COVID-19 
friendly alternative. But get your booking 
in soon as the company currently only has 
one doll, so the company has seen almost 20 
customers each month. Currently, the doll 
costs $250 for one night and $350 for two 
(including tax). 
Does a gag ball count as a mask?














Planning the perfect Valentine’s Day comes with a cost—both literally and figuratively. Last year I booked an 
Airbnb to host a Harry Potter movie marathon complete 
with chocolate frogs and a cute calendar made of couple 
pictures from a local mall kiosk. This year, it’s my partner’s 
turn to plan the date, but that doesn’t mean I don’t have a 
few tricks up my sleeve. 
Nonetheless, if it’s your turn to plan the special day 
and you’re so lost you’re thinking about becoming the Lord 
of the Flies, look no further. Here are a few COVID-friendly 
tips to make your February 14 as memorable as can be. 
The who, what, where, when, and how are the essence 
of creating a night to remember. Who is involved in your 
V-day plans? Easy enough—you and your partner(s)—
don’t make the mistake of making this a family occasion, 
please (your partner and I will never forgive you). Don’t 
invite friends either; Valentine’s Day isn’t about partying it 
up with the “bros,” that’s for Galentine’s Day on February 
13. Make sure to ask your partner out for Valentine’s Day, 
even if you’ve been together for fifty years. There’s charm 
and intimacy in being asked out on a special date—utilize 
this to your advantage; it keeps the romance alive. 
Onto the “what”; it’s Valentine’s Day of course! 
Though, this is also the hardest to figure out. I’m sure 
you’re sick of being told to go out into nature, and in this 
rainy weather, it may seem more like a nightmare than a 
date. However, Vancouver is beautiful rain or shine, and 
how long has it been since you and your partner actually 
went outside? Don’t knock it till you try it. Maybe start 
the day with a hike and catch the sunrise at the top. It’s a 
sure-fire way to start the day right and keep the happy 
endorphins going through to the night. 
There are pretty patio restaurants, sure, but why 
succumb yourself to the constant fear of catching 
something from people nearby? If it’s nice out, have a 
picnic. If it’s not nice out—have a picnic! All you need is 
an umbrella and a jacket, and you’ll have a memorable 
Valentine’s Day for sure. Think a few years from now 
when you reminisce on the time you had a romantic 
picnic in the rain. Bonus points if you bring a portable 
speaker and have a barefoot dance in the grass. Yes, it’s 
cheesy, but we’re alive to live these kinds of moments, 
so play out The Notebook if you so desire. 
Movie marathons are a win. It doesn’t matter what 
else you do, but ending the night cuddled up cozy with 
snacks makes up for even the worst days. Speaking of 
snacks: bring them everywhere—chocolate fondue 
with strawberries, chocolate Turtles (any chocolate 
really), candy, caramel popcorn. Nothing says love like 
toothaches. 
The “where” branches out depending on the 
“what,” but stay safe, secluded, and wear a mask! If 
home is where the heart is, then stay home. Food 
delivery apps exist for a reason. For “when,” why not all 
day? If you’ve only started dating recently, don’t subject 
your love to a socially exhausting trap and keep the date 
short: five hours max in the afternoon. Be out during 
the daylight since you’re going to want to see each 
other’s faces. 
This is “how” you have a beautifully romantic 
Valentine’s Day. Remember that the greatest thing you 
can give your partner is your time and attention. All the 
razzle-dazzle comes only second to your love. 
The perfect Valentine’s Day
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The application of sex toys has shifted significantly since physicians during 
the 1880s administered electronic medical-
grade vibrators for hysteria symptoms 
in women. Initially a medical device, in 
the 1970s vibrators became associated 
with eroticism. Tantamount to female 
liberation, Betty Dodson, also known as 
“The Mother of Masturbation,” popularized 
the bulky magic wand in her Bodysex 
Workshops in New York City. In the late 
’90s, the television show Sex and the City 
normalized unashamedly conversing 
about vibrators amongst friends. Despite 
the show’s limitations, the charismatic 
cast encouraged women to purchase a 
vibrator from a local adult store. Nowadays, 
many folks choose to shop online for the 
convenience, discreteness, and online 
resources that assist in decision making. 
Sex toys are an integral part of wellness 
rituals as they enable the exploration of 
erotic desire and bring novelty to stale sex 
lives. 
The Other Press had a chance to 
interview Airial Clatney, a dedicated 
sex educator and co-founder of Intamo 
Pleasurables. A wellness and sex store 
located in Victoria, BC, features primarily 
to queer, BIPOC, and women customers, 
people who Clatney think “are incredibly 
underrepresented in the sex and adult 
industry,” she explains. Their brick-and-
mortar shop presents an inviting and warm 
atmosphere to curious onlookers. Through 
education, Clatney aims to eliminate 
shame and encourage an open dialogue 
around sex and masturbation. Her journey 
towards wellness commenced when she 
got sober. Clatney says, “[sobriety helped] 
realize the importance of feeding my soul 
and being emotionally and physically 
supported so that I could process trauma 
safely.” As someone who started my 
sobriety journey at the start of quarantine, I 
have had my realizations about honouring 
my true essence. 
The current sex education system 
fails to teach youth about pleasure. 
Instead, it concentrates on sexually 
transmitted diseases and recognizing 
abusive relationship dynamics, which are 
two crucial topics. However, there is still 
a lot of information missing, namely an 
intersectional approach that encompasses 
the perspectives of bisexual, lesbian, gay, 
straight, asexual, and transgender folks. 
The goal should be that any student exiting 
a sex education class has the knowledge to 
engage in safe, consensual, and pleasurable 
sex. 
The current system is in desperate 
need of reform. Clatney says that she 
would “really love if the sex-ed curriculum 
included a component on self-love and self-
esteem—which is incredibly important in 
teaching us to have body autonomy.” 
In the boutique section of their 
website, Intamo Pleasurables sells a variety 
of sex toys and kinky accessories for those 
interested in dipping their toes into BDSM 
culture. Intamo Plesaurables is currently 
offering online customers 15 percent of 
their long-lasting lube with purchases of a 
sex toy. Their boutique also features bikinis 
made by X9, a local slow-fashion Vancouver 
brand whose mission is to destigmatize 
all shapes and sizes of bodies and oppose 
censorship. 
Along with vibrators and dildos, 
Intamo Plesaurables manufactures 
ointments and aphrodisiacs. Their 
plant-based lubricant, “Wild Thing,” is 
guaranteed to gratify one’s hedonistic 
pursuits and have sex with polycystic ovary 
syndrome less painful thanks to a formula 
that promotes arousal and healing. Clatney 
says, “our lubricants are formulated with 
ingredients that promote more pleasurable 
sex. That means we use ingredients that 
reduce inflammation, relieve pain, and 
offer hydration, like CBD, hemp-seed oil, 
and hyaluronic acid.” 
Intamo Pleasurables also sells 
“Moondance,” an oil created to aid in 
menstrual cramps that I swear by whenever 
my monthly bleeding arrives. Their shop 
also carries essential oil blends ideal for 
stimulating a naughty and luscious aroma. 
For those who are curious about 
sexual exploration but have yet to explore 
without a partner, Clatney shares words of 
encouragement: “Take your time, be gentle 
with yourself, and commit to a regular 
self-pleasure practice. Worship your body 
and be kind to yourself. Be patient, and 
don’t force yourself to be sexual if you aren’t 
feeling it. Remember that your sexuality 
and desire ebbs and flows, so don’t be too 
hard on yourself. You’re not alone, and 
you ARE normal. Honestly, shame won’t 
ever serve you, so let that shit go! We’re 
always here to support you if you need 
anything along the way. We’re all love here 
at Intamo.” 
Interview with Intamo Pleasurables 
co-founder Airial Clatney
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While there are many personal views on whether or not porn is a bad 
thing to watch and masturbate to, porn 
itself isn’t bad—as long as the content is 
created ethically, legally, consensually, and 
using only adult actors.
Porn has long been used for those 
seeking to satisfy their sexual needs, may 
it be for their own personal pleasures or 
with their partner. And there should be 
absolutely nothing wrong with that!
However, it is important to remember 
that porn isn’t as realistic as it seems, 
so don’t be too keen on having high 
expectations for your first time (or other 
times after that) to be so perfect. The 
reality of sex and porn is that they are 
two completely different things: porn is 
fiction where actors are hired to perform 
unrealistic versions of sex, while real sex 
should be based on your own reality and 
the things you and your partner make it out 
to be.
Porn can influence an individual’s 
expectations of sex and because of this, 
they are susceptible to being insecure 
about their body, pretty privilege, and 
how enhanced one’s genitals appear—and 
this isn’t your fault. This has a lot to do 
with societal expectations itself and how 
sex is displayed in movies, shows, and 
sexually explicit music. This should also 
be a reminder that porn videos aren’t 
somewhere where you should go to learn 
about sex education. There is a place and 
time for this (*cough* school *cough*). 
With many porn websites out there, we 
must also be aware of which porn websites 
we should and shouldn’t support. 
Recently, there have been sex 
trafficking allegations made towards one 
of the top porn websites: Pornhub, and 
their sister company, Mindgeek. Women 
who went missing were found on Pornhub 
and Mindgeek, forced to participate in 
sexual activities against their will. Plenty 
of survivors came forward and shared 
their experiences of being violated and 
exposed for others on the internet for the 
viewer’s sexual pleasure. Some of the porn 
content on there can also be sexist and 
reek of misogyny. Thankfully, Pornhub and 
Mindgeek are not the only porn websites 
out there. In fact, there are ethical porn 
websites that provide consensual videos 
and are owned by women, rather than 
submissive vs dominant content, child 
porn, gang rape, and other inappropriate or 
unethical and illegal videos. These videos 
should never even be uploaded in the first 
place. 
For those who are looking to have 
access to a list, here is one provided by 
cosmopolitan.com of safer porn websites. 
Is porn ethically bad for you?
 › Separating facts from fiction and the unrealistic expectations from porn
Matthew Fraser
Opinions Editor
There is much to be said about racial fetishization. Terms like jungle or 
yellow fever come to mind while statements 
like “you’re so pretty for a (insert racial and 
gender combo)” have become universally 
condemned. But at the same time, when in 
the pursuit of promiscuous experiences or 
even long-term relationships, it’s generally 
a good thing when someone has a reason 
to give you a whirl. Is it possible then for 
people to be okay with being sexualized 
based off of their ancestral line?
I am very willing to wager that for a 
large section of the male population the 
idea of a woman wanting them solely for a 
quality that’s only skin-deep is acceptable; 
after all, anything that boosts desirability 
is a boon in the mating game. So, why not 
wear a G-Unit t-shirt and feign a Brooklyn 
accent to attract girls who have an eye 
for the stereotypical portrayal of black 
males? Some Asian men might not find 
it all that hurtful to style their hair and 
dress like a K-pop idol if it gets them dates 
and more. Besides, there is an audience 
of Asian women looking for white men, 
so even the traditional fetishization is not 
unidirectional. In cases like that, mutual 
exploitation leads to mutual satisfaction, 
and as the great Bill Withers once wrote: “If 
it feels this good getting used, oh you better 
keep on using me until you use me up.”
But then again, if it’s valid to elevate 
a few just because they are “exotic,” does 
it not become valid to skip others because 
they are not the right type? Dating apps 
like Tinder and Grindr have both had to 
put a stop to users explicitly stating their 
racial dating preferences in their profiles 
due to its inherently discriminatory 
nature. Is it then not fair to say that these 
“preferences” are no less racist than 
negative stereotypes even if they have 
results desirable to those it applies to? In 
the eyes of potential mates, stating “Asian 
only but not Indians” is clearly offensive 
even if it secures a handful of men dates. 
The commonly accepted answer in 
our woke world is yes, stereotypes are bad 
even if they lead to one’s desired sexual 
gratification. As a culture, we have moved 
more towards the idea of race agnostic 
dating practices and denying “positive 
stereotypes.” But no one can decide for 
someone else what they should be offended 
by and it certainly can’t stop those in the 
dating pool from doing it. It’s more likely 
that people will hold whatever attractions 
they hold regardless of the negative effects 
it will have. Attraction is predominantly 
illogical, and it’s not yet been figured out 
how best—if it’s possible at all—to change 
peoples minds on these preferences. 
It’s likely then that some people 
will have an uneasy acceptance of the 
objectification that benefits them, and 
the more power to them for reaping 
the benefits (carnal or matrimonial) of 
the desires of others. Since these occur 
between consenting adults, it should 
not be a concern to others what grounds 
the relationship was built on. Still, it 
is a near impossible balance to hold 
between preference and discrimination or 
objectification.
The human fetish
 › Is racial fetishization preference or discrimination?
If it's valid to elevate a few just because they are ‘exotic,’ does it not become 
valid to skip others because they are not the right type?
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Many adults and every social conservative have been fearfully 
warning against premarital sex for 
decades. Explanations given compared 
girls to chewed bubble gum and second-
hand underwear. It was proposed that 
promiscuity was a sign of or led to low self 
esteem and a lack of self respect, when 
all that didn’t work it was called an attack 
on “traditional values.” But none of the 
lamentations or righteous indignation 
could slow the hordes of horny teenagers 
and their perpetual sheet shaking. The 
world was graced with historic levels of 
out of wedlock births, followed by music 
openly glorifying sexuality, and six seasons 
of 16 and Pregnant. It seemed that battle 
against the pre-conjugal poke had been 
lost and that the forbidden polka had 
prevailed. Alas, all things change through 
time and the newest generation has 
learned to behave themselves. Studies have 
determined Gen Z to be the least sexed 
generation and COVID-19 has done to 
hookup culture what Ben Shapiro hoped 
to do by trash talking J. Cole’s song “Wet 
Dreamz.”
The potential end of hookup 
culture has been brought about in no 
small part due to the discouragement of 
meeting new people. Afterall, hooking 
up revolves around sexual novelty. With 
clubs closed and bars severely limited, 
the weekend prowl has been greatly 
dampened. Not even dating apps can 
provide opportunities, as Tinder, Bumble, 
and all their competitors are collectively 
recommending virtual or socially distanced 
dates. And there is no such thing as a 
socially distanced bedroom bonanza. 
Even if these apps were not successful in 
discouraging forays, most users are likely 
heeding the public directives against 
expanding outside of their circles, even if 
it’s to a glory hole. 
In many ways, the cost of intimate 
encounters has changed in a manner not 
seen since the AIDS epidemic. All the 
schooling about Chlamydia and HPV 
have not stopped those two STIs from 
rising to the top as the most commonly 
shared infections. Suddenly, the prospect 
of catching the ‘Rona has kept Willies 
at home better 






hold no parallels 
in anti-condom 
demonstrations, 
I think it is likely 
that those who 
refuse one refuse 
the other. If the 
risk of a burning 
sensation and 
emergency 
penicillin shots didn’t scare people, the 
thought of respirators and hospitalizations 
seems to have done better. 
So, will hookup culture survive 
the pandemic? Well according to US 
News, both new marriages and sexual 
activity have been decreasing year over 
year, moving the world slowly towards a 
population dwindling, celibate nightmare. 
I believe this social push away from in 
person contact, coupled with the economic 
damage of continued lockdowns will 
certainly decrease the number of people 
actively participating in the casual 
encounters market. However, social 
isolation and the sense of connection 
that most people desperately miss might 
motivate people to pursue long term 
and more stable relationships after the 
pandemic runs its course (provided people 
are financially capable). It might be time 
to switch from Mad Cobra to Luther 
Vandross.
The death of the hookup
 › The cough that killed the booty call
Alexis Zygan
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At this point, we are familiar with the cliche saying “sex sells.” For that reason, advertisers continue 
to draw on the efficacious marketing formula. First 
witnessed in 1871 when Pearl Tobacco designed a sultry 
Venetian woman for their label; the rest is history. 
Feminist theorists object to the sexist undertones 
of this staple marketing tactic. They argue that the 
outcome of portraying women from a heterosexual 
male gaze is objectification. That the subliminal 
messaging in the media strips women of their 
autonomy by presenting them as objects designed for 
male pleasure. And manipulating lustful imagery to 
receive a response from men sustains heteronormativity 
in the media and reinforces heterosexuality as the 
default sexual orientation.
Despite these advertisements’ regressive nature, 
sex in the media can be advantageous by normalizing 
sexual urges, allowing people who grew up in an 
environment that demonized intercourse to feel 
comfortable acknowledging their sensuality. However, 
there is a limitation that hinders pleasure outside of sex. 
And the prevalent taboo that sex belongs on screens, 
not in everyday discourse, impacts how youth uncover 
sensual intricacies. According to a 2014 study from 
MediaSmarts, 23 percent of youth between 13 and 17 are 
accessing pornography. 
People Magazine ranks men and women based 
on their sexual appeal, awarding the winner with the 
title Sexiest Woman Alive and Sexiest Man Alive. Kate 
Upton won the Sexiest Woman Alive award in 2014 and 
later appeared in “Who am I,” an advertisement for the 
mobile app Game of War, which premiered at Super 
Bowl XLIX. The 30-second clip depicts Upton gracefully 
emerging from a bath while a group of women drape her 
in luxurious fabrics before she suggestively rides a horse 
amid a battle scene. Upton parallels a Greek goddess 
in a seductive costume that accentuates her bodacious 
figure. According to a Los Angeles Times article, installs 
of the app skyrocketed after the premier. “Who am I” 
served to profit the game’s developer, Machine Zone, 
while adversely impacting viewers. According to Social 
Comparison Theory, people determine their worth by 
measuring their attractiveness up against others. This 
innate urge to evaluate sexiness based on the Sexiest 
Woman Alive, Kate Upon, likely resulted in poor self-
image in the everyday woman. Keep in mind, Upton is a 
supermodel who sat in a makeup chair for hours before 
filming the commercial. 
Creating an award for the Sexiest Person Alive 
is detrimental to self-worth and not an accurate 
representation of what the masses find attractive. 
Rather, it is a subjective perception of beauty from the 
lens of a celebrity magazine that has received scrutiny 
for photoshopping cover models and depicting an 
unrealistic standard of beauty. Instead of rewarding 
people for their appearance, People Magazine should 
award empathy and compassion.
Sex appeal is a cliche and sexist marketing tactic. 
More progressive campaigns have gone ahead and 
featured sexuality from a different lens. These new 
advertisements also push boundaries by resisting 
heteronormativity. In 1994 Ikea made headlines when 
the Swedish-based furniture company featured a same-
sex male couple in their advertisement. The ad stirred 
controversy by receiving backlash from the Christian 
organization One Million Moms. After gay marriage 
became legal in the United States, queer couples 
became commonplace in the media. Critical changes 
are also happening on the small screen with TV show 
Sex Education teaching teenagers about sex. 
Eliminating sex as a taboo allows for open-minded 
conversations about sensuality at the dinner table or in 
classrooms, where youth can learn about the spectrum 
of sex, gender, and sexuality. After watching a sexy ad, 
the absence of titillation may be because an individual 
belongs to the ace community. Discourse normalizes 
that no sexual attraction is as natural as feeling horny. 
We are over the cliche ‘sex sells’ 
paradigm in the media
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Seducing someone is easy, especially in the age of COVID. Don’t believe me? 
Think about it. You can hide your body in 
a hazmat suit, no questions asked, and you 
can hide your face behind a mask, and no 
one can hear your true voice. If we’re lucky, 
we might not be able to hear you at all 
(but for seducing purposes, please project 
a little louder). Not to mention the winter 
darkness to blind your object of attraction 
further. What better odds do you have? 
To seduce someone nowadays, 
you’ve really got to put the work into your 
personality to shine through. Let’s assume 
yours is utter garbage, though. Not saying it 
is—but let’s just go by that. 
First things first—you need to look 
sexy. I’m talking “I can’t believe I just set 
this room on actual fire just because I’m 
that hot” sexy. Ignore the arson in the 
corner, it’s your time to shine. 
Draw a lip bite on your mask. 
Apparently, you can buy these if you’re 
lazy, but people love an artist so show off 
those skills. While you’re at it, implant 
a $24-million-dollar pink diamond in 
your forehead. If you don’t have the kind 
of money to be a Vision lookalike, you 
might not get the Scarlett Johansson of 
your dreams, though. Sorry, I don’t make 
the rules. 
Next, dress sexy. If I had a dollar for 
how many times I’ve been yelled at by 
strangers on the street with “Don’t you 
know it’s winter? Put some pants on!” 
I’d have enough money to buy the pink 
diamond myself. Alas, I’ll have to settle for 
free heckling. As they say, bad publicity 
is still publicity, and the public is merely 
jealous their legs aren’t as sexy as yours. 
So, regardless of gender, put on those 
fishnets and dazzle the public! If you’re 
male presenting, that’s even better! Throw 
on some black nail polish and every art 
student will fall to their knees. 
We’ve got to do something about 
that voice… not just because you sound 
muffled and nasally. Hide in a washroom 
and blow your nose, please. Don’t do it in 
public because we all know how it feels to be 
gawked at for seeming like you might have 
COVID (if you didn’t know this already—
don’t cough either. It’s a death trap. Just 
choke and sputter, I promise it’s better than 
the glares.) Speak loud and clear, but don’t 
yell. You don’t need to beg for attention, 
you need to command it. If you can, speak 
in a lower, slow drawl, just quiet enough to 
make your crush have to lean in a bit to hear 
you, but not enough that they invade your 
two-meter bubble. Protect the bubble at all 
costs, until you’re in bed and sure that you 
want this person in your small circle. There’s 
a trial period: use it. Make them want you. 
Now, it depends where you are 
when you’re trying to seduce someone. 
At school? Don’t seem dumb and don’t 
talk about current events. No one likes an 
activist outside of social media. Instead, 
just stare at them. What better way to 
get someone’s attention? When they ask, 
“What do you want?” reply with “You, 
baby.” Done. Seduction guaranteed. If 
you’re at the grocery store, ask them to 
reach for something on the high shelf. 
You’re so tiny! Aw! Little baby cannot reach! 
They’ll think you’re so cute and need their 
protection, then you hit them with the 
“Oh my gosh I just got this new phone and 
I have no idea where the contacts app is. 
Could you add your number to show me?” 
Seduced—easy. 
Prefer to small talk instead? Then say, 
“Wow this is such a harsh winter! My bed 
is so cold…” There’s nothing anybody wants 
more than to warm up another lump of 
flesh. It’s proven science. 
Everyone is lonely during COVID, so 
your chances of successful seduction are 
greater now than ever. Stand tall, wear a 
mask, manifest sexy, and get ready to dazzle. 
The art of 
seduction



















What a butt muncher
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We are getting close to Valentine’s Day. A day of love, affection, and, of course, sex! 
However, all of those have become complicated 
due to the pandemic. Now, swapping kisses and 
love nuzzles can be putting your life on the line. 
How can one have intimate sex with all of these 
issues? For those hankering for a pankering, 
here are some of the best ways to get intimate 
safely during the pandemic.
First, take a trip on the wild side and 
embrace your inner furry. Furry sex, which 
consists of having sex as a costumed mascot 
type of character, is the perfect way to achieve 
a level of intimacy while also fulfilling your 
dreams of having sex with Sonic the Hedgehog, 
Princess Peach, or whatever carnal fictional 
bliss you have always secretly entertained. 
Bonus, if you sweat a lot, you won’t have to 
worry about getting it on your partner. That 
sweat will stay in the suit!
If wearing a big monster costume does 
not do it for you, there is a way you can strip 
down safely. Below the neck that is. Try having 
sex with a mask on. You can even switch it 
up by wearing multiple kinds of masks with 
patterns and what not. This way you and your 
partner will always have a different reaction 
to your look. Just make sure you know what 
your partner looks like. You don’t want to risk 
having sex with your partner, only to find out 
that it was your neighbour Jeff just coming over 
to get a cup of sugar.
If you and a partner are looking for 
some more intimacy, consider the totally 
“non-sexual” and completely safe practice of 
Pandemica 
Erotica
 › How to have sex in the pandemic.
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massage. Get some standard baby oil from the 
store and rub down your partner. They will no 
doubt be aroused as you run your hands up 
and down their body. When you make it down 
to your partner’s genitalia, well, that’s where 
you have to stop because it is in the massage 
code that you must not massage that area of 
the body. However, you are not a registered 
massage therapist (at least most of you won’t 
be), so obeying the code is entirely optional. 
Make sure to wear a mask though with this act, 
because without wearing the mask, what is the 
point of any of this?
Do you have a special man friend who 
wants a special gift for his birthday? You may 
think there is no way you can get him that 
“special birthday present” in these times, but 
you can with the plexiglass glory hole! First, 
go buy a piece of plexiglass, then cut a hole in 
it big enough for that junk. Then have your 
friend stick his baby maker through that hole 
and prepare your jaw! In Canada, this is called 
“Up Against the Boards.”
If just being in another room with 
someone is too scary for you, there is always 
the reliable phone/webcam sex. From teasing 
to toy play it’s the best way to have fun from 
a distance. For those looking to have a closer 
connection, consider getting a Bluetooth 
connected toy, connecting it through an app, 
and having your partner control the rhythm 
from the other side. Your partner will be 
pulsating, and you can enjoy it with all the 
grainy video quality that your poor WiFi 
connection can take.  
Other positions you can take on is the 
Russian Time Machine, Russian Waterfall, 
Russian Short Bus, Secret Crockpot Rocking 
Chair, Portuguese Neck Brace, Portuguese 
Recliner, and many more that a sex position 
name generator can make. Though some of 
these may not be the most COVID safe. So, 
celebrate Valentine’s Day like usual but with 
the safety of knowing you are respecting 
COVID protocols—because if sex is anything, 
it is best done with bureaucratic safety 
regulations in place. 
First, go buy a piece of plexiglass, then cut a hole in it big enough for that junk. Then 









































candle’s quivering flame embodies
conversation
brazen
Brahms and Liszt on their knees
smothering their preservation 
a bookshelf of expertise 
does the candle’s illumination 
tease?
I forgot that we were supposed to fuck
my thighs chafe yours of hair
I don’t know you does not obstruct 
lust 
took acid in pairs
now you’re begging yourself to not erupt 
music of the spheres 




your roommate took two tabs and disappeared 
couldn’t hear the moans crude and robust 
A bent record souvenir
persistently he cussed, flushed
you’re a mutineer
disposition, clutched 
will the link persevere? 
toes dipped in






Life & Style Editor
Like a bag full of marbles, the hull of the ship begins to clack about the closer to the surface we get. “Thrusters, Ensign, thrusters! I need this ship stable!” 
“I’m trying, Captain, it’s just the planet’s gravitational pull is so strong!” I twist to face Ensign Rabbit, fear shines in her eyes, her 
hands shaking and flying about the controls as she tries to level the ship out—she never anticipated crashing. Neither did I. Another jolt 
of gravity has me hugging the helm, my forehead throbs as it makes contact with hard plastic. Just a few kilometres more, only a few 
kilometres more and we’ll be safe. 
On screen, the vermillion-coloured sand approaches, I can see dunes and pits and sharp looking dark purple rocks. There doesn’t 
seem to be any life, vegetation or otherwise… odd. But there’s no time for me to focus on that; sweat stings my eyes as I struggle to 
adjust the ship’s flight pattern to avoid the gravitational turbulence thrown at us. The ship’s alarm is blaring in a constant pattern that 
aggravates my brain. 
Suddenly, off to my right, there’s a loud groaning noise, I dare to take my eyes away from the helm and notice the ship’s hull behind 
and above Ensign Rabbit looks as though it’s being punched inward from the outside.
“Ensign, look out behind—” The hull then rips open, exposing Ensign Rabbit to a gaping hole and the vast, dark space. The shields 
sputter and fizzle as they struggle to seal the hole. Any moment now and we could have a far more serious problem—
“What’s the status of our shields?” 
“35 percent, Captain.” Shit. I’ve got to land this thing! 
“C’mon, give me everything you’ve got.” I whisper to the helm, as if the ship is a sentient being. We’re almost there… 





















I desired my dust to be mingled with yours
forever and forever, and forever. It’s a different 
type 
of craving where my bones ache and my chest 
wages wars
against my breath. 
If we embrace skin to skin
you would not be close enough. I need to be 
closer
to intertwine our souls. To be one with your 
grin—
to pin your toes to my soles.
Crush your strawberry mouth with mine
In time to my heartbeat crash and split
your lips—I want them flowing blood like wine




















1. 1. Tear companion
5. Strongbox
9. "Get lost!"
14. Symbol of goodness
15. Org. founded in 1920
16. Leather strip
17. "Cunning hunter" of the bible
18. Impolite glance
19. Disorderly disturbances
20. Patti Page hit
23. CSI identifier





34. Azov is one
35. Scorching
37. Beach Boys hit
40. Bowling alley head
41. Move aimlessly






49. Ferko String Band tune
56. Word of praise
57. Moby Dick pursuer
58. Temporary calm
59. South Pacific tourist site
60. Miner's pursuit
61. Opera offering




1. Sharpen, as a blade
2. Alleviate
3. Football Hall-of-Famer Page
4. Like some tickets
5. Latin American music
6. Experts
7. Cut and run
8. "I've found it!"
9. Part of a pound?
10. Santiago's country
11. Tooth part
12. Animated movie of 1998
13. Booker T. and the ___
21. USN officer
22. Classified blurb
25. Style of furnishing
26. Kenmore competitor
27. Rubbed the wrong way
28. Sun. deliverance




34. Beethoven's "Moonlight ___"
36. Baked potato alternative
38. Dockside flame fighter






50. Type of duck
51. On-board shout



















C A S T  Y O U R  V O T E  F O R  T H E  D S U
B O A R D  O F  D I R E C T O R S
F E B R U A R Y  8 - 1 2 ,  2 0 2 1
Email will come from ElectionBuddy
Elections.
#1
All DSU members will receive their
ballots to their Douglas College email
Monday morning at 9am.
Each individual student will receive their
own personalized ballot that is just for
you.
Voting will be open until Friday February
12 at 12pm.
#2
#3
#4
